We propose a novel estimator for the dynamic panel model, which solves the failure of strict exogeneity by calculating the bias in the first-order conditions as a function of the autoregressive parameter and solving the resulting equation. We show that this estimator performs well as compared with approaches in current use. We also propose a general method for including predetermined variables in fixed-effects panel regressions that appears to perform well.
Introduction
Our paper attempts to contribute to the literature on estimating linear dynamic panel data models with lagged dependent variables. The idea that estimating the dynamic panel equation by OLS will produce biased and inconsistent estimates has been explored in the literature since Nickell (1981) and Anderson and Hsiao (1982) , with Arellano and Bond (1991) proposing an optimal GMM estimator. The Arellano-Bond estimator exhibits substantial downward bias when the coe¢ cient on the lagged dependent variable is close to unity, as then the dependent variable follows a random walk and lagged levels correlate poorly with lagged di¤erences, thus creating a weak instrument problem. A strand of the literature (Ahn and Schmidt (1995) , Blundell and Bond (1998) , Hahn (1999)) solves this problem by imposing further restrictions on the dependent variable process and exploiting the resulting moment conditions; however, these restrictions may not hold in practice. Hahn, Hausman and Kuersteiner (2007) follow Griliches and Hausman (1986) and take long di¤erences of the data to improve the correlation between levels and di¤erences; however, this approach does not make use of all the data available. Hence the estimation of dynamic panel models is still an open problem.
We propose a new estimator for the dynamic panel model, which is based on computing the bias terms in the …rst-order condition for the autoregressive coe¢ cient that result from the failure of strict exogeneity. The main assumption that we must maintain for this approach is the lack of serial correlation between the model errors, as in Arellano and Bond (1991) .
We …nd a modi…ed version of this …rst-order condition, one of whose roots is a consistent estimator of the true autoregressive parameter. We can expand our estimator to accomodate all predetermined variables, and we develop a general method for predetermined variables in a panel regression context that is also based on the idea of correcting the …rst-order conditions to make them unbiased estimators of zero at the truth.
Simulations of the performance of our estimator against that of previous GMM-based estimators suggests that our estimator nearly always has lower bias and variance in its estimates of the coe¢ cient on the lagged dependent variable, and that it is considerably more e¢ cient in the estimation of the coe¢ cients on the covariates, which often tend to be of primary interest in applications. In particular, we present evidence that, unlike many instrumentalvariables based estimators, our technique performs well regardless of the distribution of the initial values of the dependent variable. Our estimator also matches the performance of existing estimators in terms of allowing other regressors to be predetermined but not exogenous. We also compare our estimator with the factor-based approach recently proposed by Bai (2013) and …nd that a modi…cation of our estimator can accommodate the case in which …xed e¤ects and model errors are correlated (also matching the performance of Arellano and Bond 1991), while the Bai (2013) estimator delivers consistent estimates on the assumption that the two are uncorrelated. 1 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a simple version of our dynamic panel estimator. Section 3 expands the estimator to accomodate weaker assumptions on the data. Section 4 presents simulation evidence on the properties of our estimator. Section 5 concludes.
The Estimator
We consider the problem of estimating the model
where y i;t is the dependent variable, x i;t is a vector of regressors, i;0 is a …xed e¤ect and " i;t is the error term. There are N panel units i, with N thought of as large, and T time units t, with T treated as a …xed parameter. We consider combinations of the following assumptions:
E (x i;t " j;t 0 ) = 0 if i 6 = j or t 0 t (PR) 1 Hsiao, Pesaran and Tahmiscioglu (2002) also propose an estimator under additional assumptions on the covariates x i;t .
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Assumption NSC is the no-serial correlation assumption used by much of the literature following Arellano and Bond (1991) , and it will be maintained for this estimator. Assumption GM states that the regressors x i;t are strictly exogenous, and assumption PR states that they are predetermined, but not necessarily exogenous. We will see that assumption GM can be weakened to assumption PR. We will also impose two additional assumptions for exposition, which we will subsequently relax.
Notation
First, we de…ne the empirical …xed e¤ects as functions of estimators of and :
Suppose that we know 0 and 0 . Then,
under any combination of the assumptions above. Hence, the empirical …xed e¤ects are unbiased (but not consistent) for the true …xed e¤ects i;0 . Now, for any variable r i;t , de…ner
the "demeaned" version of the variable r i;t .
In particular, we haveŷ We de…ne^
! the OLS estimate of the coe¢ cient on the regressors given an estimate of the autoregressive parameter .
Under assumption (GM) we have that
(since x i;t is uncorrelated with the leads and lags of " i;t as well as with its current value)
Hence, if the true value of the autoregressive parameter were known, the OLS estimate for the coe¢ cient on the regressors in equation (1) would be consistent for 0 . The inconsistency in this estimate is entirely a result of having an inconsistent estimate of 0 .
Case 2: Assumption (PR)
Under assumption (PR), equation (2) is no longer true. However, we can instead computê
where
It is straightforward to show that^
where" i;t are the empirical residuals evaluated at = 0 and = 0 . The complete derivation of the form of the variable z i;t is presented in Appendix I. It is worth noting that although^ P R ( ) is numerically identical to an instrumental variables estimator withẑ i;t as an instrument forx i;t , the exclusion restriction plainly need not hold, since, for example E (z i;T " i;1 ) = E (x i;T " i;1 ) need not be equal to zero. Once again, however, it is clear that even if the regressors are predetermined but not exogenous, the fundamental source of the inconsistency of their estimates lies with having an incorrect value for .
Modi…ed FOC for
Consider the …rst-order condition for derived from OLS. We have
where ( ) and^ i ( ) =^ i ( ; ( )) have been de…nued in the previous subsection.
For consistent estimation, we need
However,
So the FOC evaluated at the true value of = 0 approaches in probability a sum of four terms, not necessarily zero. Term I will be nonzero (speci…cally, negative) under any combination of assumptions discussed earlier in this section. Term II will be zero i¤ assumption (ECF) holds. Term III will be zero under assumption (GM), but not under assumption (PR). Lastly, Term IV will be zero i¤ assumption (ECI) holds.
The term that is always nonzero is (I). It is straightforward to see that under assumption (NSC)
De…ne the empirical residual aŝ
or the equivalent of these terms under assumption PR, and note that"
Then, we can estimate the quantities E "
as a function of as follows:
E " In particular, rather than being a potentially more complicated function, term (I) is a polynomial in 0 of order T . We note that
where r 0 i;t and r 1 i;t are residuals from regressions ofŷ i;t onx i;t andŷ i;t 1 onx i;t , respectively (instrumented byẑ i;t when assumption GM is relaxed to assumption PR).
Then, we de…ne the following moments of residuals:
and we can rewrite the modi…ed …rst order condition as
The fact that the modi…ed …rst-order condition in takes the form of a polynomial makes our estimator tractable, as it does not involve numerically solving an equation or maximizing a criterion function, where the existence and uniqueness of roots, as well as the convergence properties of most root-…nding algorithms are not generally known. Instead, we obtain exactly T roots, some imaginary and some real.
As N goes to in…nity,P 1 ( ) should have at least one real root -at 0 . However, in …nite samples,P 1 ( ) may not have any real roots. Therefore, we also consider values of that are local minima of (P 1 ( )) 2 , or, equivalently, solve P 0 1 ( ) = 0 subject to P 00 1 ( ) > 0. We then face the problem of …nding which member of our solution set to select as our estimate. 2 One straightforward approach is to select the root that is closest to another, consistent estimator of 0 . We will present simulations using an infeasible version of the estimator in which we select the root that is closest to the true value of the autoregressive parameter used to construct the simulation, as well as using the root that is closest to an estimator based on instrumenting the lagged dependent variable with lags of strictly exogenous regressors.
Extensions of the Basic Estimator
As alluded to in the previous subsection, we can easily relax all of the assumptions under which Terms II-IV are nonzero by approximating them in ways that are similar to the approximation of Term I. All of the approximations are polynomials in , because consistent estimators of the error variances, of moments of …xed e¤ects and of interactions between predetermined covariates and errors are linear or quadratic in . We discuss the construction of these approximations as polynomials of below:
Term II
Term (II) is nonzero i¤ we have E i;0 " i;t 6 = 0. It can also be estimated fairly straightfor-
where we recall that
The second term can be further analyzed as
and then the entire sum of second terms becomes
# where E " 2 i;t is estimated as in term (I), so everything on the right hand-side is estimable. We can consequently express term (II) as another polynomial in of order T . First, we
are the panel unit …xed e¤ects from the regressions generating^ 0 and^ 1 respectively. Then, we de…ne
It is then easy to see that
where P 2 ( 0 ) is a polynomial in 0 of order T .
Term III
Next, we may needo to estimate term (III) if assumption (GM ) does not hold, but assump-
and we can estimate E " i; x 0 i; 0 for 0 > by the formula
which is derived in Appendix I as part of the general estimator for predetermined variables.
If we de…ne
where k 2 f0; 1g as before, and we de…nẽ
we can easily show that
another polynomial of order T .
Term IV
Term (IV ) is nonzero i¤ we have E (y i;0 " i;t ) 6 = 0: It can be estimated rather easily, since
and it is obvious that the left hand-side of the above equation is an estimable polynomial in 0 .
We can even simply modify the original FOC to be
Simulations
We run simulations to illustrate the properties of our new estimator. All of these simulations involved the model y i;t = 0 y i;t 1 + 0 x i;t + i;0 + " i;t with various assumptions. We typically compute two versions of our estimator: an infeasible estimator, where we select the root that is closest to the true value of 0 to be our estimate; and a feasible estimator, where we select the root that is closest to the estimate of 0 provided by instrumenting the lagged dependent variable with lags of x i;t 3 . The second approach requires that E (x i;t " i;s ) = 0 for all s; t, which is equivalent to x i;t being strictly exogenous. Hence, in speci…cations involving predetermined regressors, we instead select the root that is closest to the estimate of 0 provided by treating the lagged dependent variable as a general predetermined variable, as described in the Appendix.
Stationary Initial Condition
We assume that i~N (0; 1) ; iid " i;t~N (0; 1) , iid
We set 0 = 1 and allow 0 to take values from the set f0:25; 0:5; 0:75; 0:9; 0:95; 0:99g.
This set enables us to see the performance of our estimator for a wide variety of autoregressive parameters, Table I presents simulation results in which we draw y i;0 from the stationary distribution of this process, speci…cally Table II presents simulation results in which we draw y i;0 from the nonstationary distribution The virtue of our approach (which, so far, it shares with the Bai (2013) estimator) is that it delivers consistent estimates of 0 and 0 regardless of whether the initial condition of the dynamic process is stationary or nonstationary.
Nonstationary Initial Condition

Correlated Fixed E¤ects and Errors
While the estimator of Bai (2013) performs as well (or slightly better) than our estimator in the two settings considered above, both of them involve the assumption that the errors of the dynamic process are uncorrelated with the …xed e¤ects. In this simulation, we relax this assumption. We use the nonstationary distribution from the nonstationary simulation exercise, but also de…ne the …xed e¤ect as 
Predetermined Regressors
Lastly, we investigate how our approach performs when the regressors are predetermined, but not exogenous. The fourth table also starts with the nonstationary distribution simulation, but makes x i;t be predetermined. Speci…cally, we de…nẽ x i;t~N ( i ; 1) , iid and x i;t =x i;t + " i;t 1
We also change the coe¢ cient 0 to 0:1 to better illustrate the e¤ects of our general 14 predetermined variables method on the coe¢ cient on the covariate. Since x i;t is predetermined andx i;t is unobservable, instead of basing our feasible estimator on the "simple IV"
estimator, we base it on the estimator that treats y i;t 1 as a general predetermined variable, using the method described in the Appendix. We present the simulation results in Table   IV . The Arellano-Bond estimator, and the version of our estimator (feasible or infeasible)
that includes Term III deliver consistent estimates with reasonably low RMSE, although the infeasible estimates do have lower standard errors than the feasible ones in particular cases, such as when 0 = 0:75. On the other hand, the version of our estimator that includes only Term I delivers estimates that are upward biased, especially for low values of 0 . The general predetermined correction described in the Appendix works very well in obtaining a consistent estimate of , with the mean of the estimates being essentially at the true value of 0:1; the uncorrected estimator yields negative estimates of on average.
Conclusion
We propose a new estimator for linear dynamic panel data models with serially uncorrelated errors that is less sensitive to the distribution of initial values than are the popular Arellano 6 Tables   Table I  (I) Simulations of and for AB, BB, HP and Bai Estimators: Stationary Initial Condition T=5, N=1000, Distribution of y 0 is stationary. There are 1000 replications. 
